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This research involves review of value analysis and 
value engineering techniques and application of these 
techniques to a service organization. Application of value 
analysis techniques to service organizations required some 
modification ~ue to the amount of labor intensive, manual 
operations typical of many service industries. 
The modified value analysis methodology was applied to 
a fueling operation performed by Kennedy Space Center as 
part of their space shuttle operations. The successful 
application of this technique illustrated that value 
analysis methodology can be applied to service 
organizations with slight modifications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Value analysis/value engineering is an organized 
effort whereby the function required of a product is 
determined and alternatives for providing the function at a 
lower cost are formulated (Clawson 1970). 
The definition of value is paramount to the concept of 
value analysis (VA) or value engineering (VE). The value 
of a product is defined as the function provided per 
resource expenditure. Given two products that provide 
identical functions, the product costing least is the best 
value (Clawson 1970). 
Using VA/VE techniques is important because it 
increases the value of a product by ensuring that all 
functions desired in a product are provided at least cost. 
Figure 1 lists the benefits of utilizing the VA/VE 
I 
methodology. 
Value is increased by maintaining or improving 
performance while reducing costs. The key to increasing 
value is to identify and remove unnecessary costs. 
Eliminating components which provide no function increases 
value since the function(s) provided by the product have 
not changed but the cost has decreased (Miles 1972). 
2 
Todays products and projects are often complex, 
involving many separate disciplines. Since departments 
within organizations are generally preoccupied with their 
own particular area of expertise, their goals are often 
achieved at the expense of project goals. This is caused 
because individual engineering disciplines fail to realize 
the functional requirements of the product and because 
there exists a lack of inter-disciplinary communication. 
During a ~A/VE study, members from all disciplines 
pertinent to the project meet to determine the best design 
to meet the functional requirements of a product or project 
(Wi 11 iams 198la, Dell' isola 1975). 
Life cycle costing is used in VA/VE to compare and 
choose the best alternative to provide the required 
functions. The life cycle costing method used in VA/VE 
considers costs due to operation, maintenance, design, 
development, and implementation as well as capital costs 
(Wexler 1976). Utilization of this method ensures that 
consideration is given to operation and maintenance costs 
as well as capital expenditures. The use of life cycle 
costs to compare alternatives takes into account the impact 
of interest rates and inflation on overall project costs. 
Value analysis and value engineering are closely 
related concepts. The major difference between the two is 
that VE is project oriented and is tailored to application 
during the design phase of a project (Wilson 1983). 
3 
Conversely, VA is a continuous process that is applied to a 
system that is presently in operation (Fasal 1972). Value 
analysis can benefit operations, manufacturing, and 
transportation. 
Value analysis has its beginnings in the late 1940s 
when L. D. Miles formulated and presented a technique to 
integrate engineering and business. The new concept Mr. 
Miles for~ulated went beyond cost reduction to include 
functional improvement. Value engineering originated in 
the manufacturing industry but is today being extended to 
other applications. From these beginnings evolved a 
technique that begins with functional requirements and 
works to meet those requirements at the least cost (Clawson 
1970). 
• . f 
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Increase or maintain performance, quality, 
safety, and reliability while reducing cost 
Delete parts or components providing no 
function 
Facilitate inter-disciplinary communication 
Allow cost comparison by using life cycle costing 
method 
Figure 1. Shows the benefits obtained by applying the 
VA/VE methodology to a product or project. 
II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
tt The objective of this research is to expand 
conventional VA/VE techniques to consider labor intensive 
operations to make it more applicable to service 
organizations. 
To make VA/VE techniques more applicable to service 
organizations, the impact that proposed alternatives have 
on the functions required of the system will be quantified, 
the effect of human error will be considered, and 
performance, quality, safety, and reliability will be 
quantified when possible. Conventional VA/VE techniques 
embellished with these enhancements will be identified as 
Value Management (VM). Figure 2 lists the major research 
objectives necessary to apply VA/VE techniques to service 
organizations. 
For this research, value will be defined in terms of 
use value. That is, value is defined as the function 
provided per resource expenditure. Hence, in service 
organizations, the goal will be to provide a service that 
increases the value by maintaining or increasing the 
performance, quality, safety, or reliability while reducing 
the cost to provide the service. A review of value 
5 
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analysis and value engineering will be performed and 
applicable techniques wi 11 be adopted for application to 
service organizations • 
. Many service organizations are labor intensive, 
involving human activities whose complexity varies 
according to the task. As the volume of human activity 
increases, the potential for human error likewise 
increases. The potential for human error and the probable 
consequences will be considered and quantified when · 
possible. 
To make VA/VE more pertinent and applicable to service 
organizations, it must be expanded to consider system 
requirements. Thus, instead of increasing the value of 
subsystems or components, the value of the overall system 
will be increased. A systems approach is necessary to 
identify system-wide functions instead of just one phase or 
• segment • . Any redundant functions discovered when analyzing 
a system can be eliminated and desirable functions that are 
not provided can be incorporated. 
The goal of VM is to increase value by maintaining or 
improving the performance, quality, safety, and reliability 
at least cost. Therefore, when possible, performance, 
quality, safety, and reliability will be quantified to 
I 
facilitate direct comparison of alternatives to present 
operations. 
7 
Lastly, this study will include an application of the 
techniques presented to a real life service organization. 
Specifically, the VM methodology will be applied to a 
fueling operation at Kennedy Space Center (KSC). This 
study will concentrate on labor intensive tasks involving a 
potential for human error. The effect of human error on 
reliability and hence total potential operating costs will 








Review conventional value engineering 
and value analysis techniques 
Adapt value analysis techniques to service 
organizations 
Consider the impact of human error on cost 
Quantify the impact proposed alternatives have on 
functions required of the system 
Quantify performance, quality, 
safety, and reliability when possible 
Apply value management techniques to a fueling 
operation at Kennedy Space Center 
Figure 2. Shows the major research objectives required to 
enable the application of VA/VE techniques to service 
organizations. : 
III. CONVENTIONAL VALUE ENGINEERING 
Overview 
Conventional VA/VE is based on functional analysis, 
functional evaluation, and alternative formula·tion and 
selection. 
The basic steps used in conventional VA/VE analyses 
include the identification, creative, development, and 
implementation phases as shown in Figure 3. The basic 
functions of the product are determined as well as their 
functional worth. Alternatives for providing required 
functions are listed and developed and then the best 
alternative is chosen and implemented (Fallon 1964). In 
VA/VE studies, a team is assembled that represents all 
disciplines of engineering pertinent to the particular 
project. Team :members whose expertise is in finance or 
marketing may also be included on the team if the project 
requirements warrant their participation (Wilson 1983a). 
The starting point of any VA/VE study is the 
i d en t i f i c a t i o n p h a s e w h e r e a f u nc t i o n a 1 a n a 1 y s i s i s 
performed and the functional worth is determined. A 
functional analysis consists of first examining a product 
or process and identifying its basic function. Basic 
9 
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functions are those functions provided by a product which 
the consumer demands. After the basic functions are 
identified, secondary functions are analyzed. The consumer 
is concerned with secondary functions on l y insofar as how 
well they support the basic functions. When analyzing a 
product, it is often discovered that providing secondary 
functions accounts for a large expenditure of resources. A 
major thrust of VA/VE is therefore to eliminate unnecessary 
... 
secondary functions to arrive at a least cost product 
(Miles 1972). 
After the functions of a product have been 
identified, the basic functions are studied in depth to 
determine their worth. This is accomplished by comparing 
the existing or proposed method of providing a function to 
alternate methods. The worth of the function being 
examined is defined as the least costly method of providing 
the function reliably. This functional worth is then 
adopted as the target cost for providing the function. 
Functions that show the largest disparity between worth and 
the existing or proposed cost of providing that function 
are targeted for further study (Dell'isola 1975). 
The second phase of a VA/VE study is the creative 
phase. This phase involves addressing the creative 
challenge of VA/VE: providing the basic functions with the 
least resource expenditure. To accomplish this, 
11 
alternatives for providing the basic function(s) are 
formulated. The alternatives may consist of merely 
improving the present process or may incorporate new 
methods for providing the basic function. The only 
stipulation for alternatives is that they must provide the 
basic functions demanded of a product by the consumer 
(Wilson 1983). 
The third phase in a VA/VE study is the development 
phase. Each approach _ produced during the creative phase 
must be developed. Life cycle costing is used to ensure 
that differences in economic lives and operation and 
maintenance expenses are considered (Vondrick 1980). Next, 
each alternative is rated as to how well it provides basic 
functions. The objective is to choose the alternative that 
provides the basic function(s) while maintaining or 
improving quality, reliability and maintainability at least 
cost. 
The implementation phase involves presenting specific 
recommendations :to the original designer. All assumptions 
and estimated cost savings should be included with design 
recommendations. The original designer then either adopts 
the recommendation or cites a reason for rejection 
(Wi 11 iams 198lb). 
12 
IDENTIFICATION PHASE 
* Identify basic functions 
* Identify secondary functions 
* Determine functional worth 
CREATIVE PHASE 





r * Develop alternatives 
* Estimate costs 
* Determine how well each 
alternative provides the 
basic functions 
* Choose best alternative 
IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 
* List suggestions 
* State assumptions 
* Include cost estimates 
Figure 3. Network representation of conventional VA/VE 
analysis shows the four phases to be Identification, 
Creative, Development, and Implementation. 
13 
Identification Phase 
During the identification phase, a functional 
analysis is performed to identify the functions of product 
or project and allow decisions as to the worth and 
necessity of each function. 
A functional analysis is performed on a product to 
determine r the requi _red functions. Each function is 
described using a verb and a noun. Accurately describing 
functions can sometimes be a difficult task. The best 
description of a function is accomplished by using a verb 
and noun combination that is quantifiable (e.g., "support 
weight" can be quantified as "support 1000 lbs") (Miles 
197 2) • 
A popular functional analysis technique, developed by 
Charles w. Bytheway, is the Functional Analysis System 
T e c h n i q u e ( FAS T ) ·- ( M i 1 e s 1 9 7 2 ) • F i g u r _e 4 s h ow s t h e 
application of the FAST technique to a transparency 
projector. First, al 1 functions (basic and secondary) of 
the product are 1 isted. Next, the basic function(s) is 
identified and placed on the left of the FAST diagram and 
the question "How is this function provided?" is asked of 
the basic function. In the example in Figure 4 only one 
basic function is identified, that of "teach student". The 
answer, "show diagram", is placed to the right of the basic 
14 
function and is the supporting function. Next, the 
question "How is this function provided?" is asked of the 
supporting function and the answer is placed to the right 
. again. This continues until all functions are placed in 
order. The function on the left of the diagram is the 
basic function and to the right are the most elemental 
supporting functions. The order of functions is checked by 
ensuring that the function to the left of each block 
r 
answers the question "why?" and the function to the right 
answers the question "how?". 
After secondary functions have been accurately 
described, it must be determined if the function is 
necessary. To be necessary, it must contribute in some 
manner to the required basic function(s). If a function 
makes no contribution to the basic function(s), and the 
product will operate properly without it, it can be 
eliminated. Elimination of . this component decreases 
product cost and thus increases product value. 
As previously mentioned, functions are divided into 
two categories: basic and secondary. A basic function is 
the function for which the product was designed. Secondary 
functions are functions that support the provision of the 
basic function (Fasal 1972). The basic function is 
dictated by the consumer. Secondary functions to support 
the basic function(s) are left to the discretion of the 
15 
producer of the product. The secondary functions of two 
products providing the same basic function can be quite 
different. For example, a match and a cigarette lighter 
have the same basic function (provide ignition) but their 
secondary functions are different. 
The worth of a function is the lowest cost for which a 
function can be provided reliably (Clawson 1970). The 
worth of a function is determined by comparing the existing 
f' 
method of functional provision to alternate methods of 
functional provision. The lowest cost for providing the 
function is adopted as the worth of the function and 


















Figure 4. Shows the application of the FAST technique to 
an overhead transparency projector. The function at the 
left of the diagram is the basic function, to the right are 
the most elemental secondary functions. 
Source: L.D. Miles, Techniques of Value Analysis and 
Engineering (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972), pp. 299-304. 
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Creative Phase 
The creative phase of VA/VE is necessary to formulate 
new alternatives to problem solution because experienced 
personnel are sometimes biased towards solutions with which 
they are familiar. 
The creative phase of VA/VE is reported to be the 
most enjoy~ble phase to the participants. It consists of 
assembling an appropriate team and conducting sessions 
similar to brainstorming sessions, but with more direction, 
where ideas are quickly formulated and recorded. The only 
restrictions for the alternatives formulated is that they 
must provide the required function. No consideration is 
given to the cost or feasibility of alternatives at this 
point. It has been found that individual creativity has a 
synergistic effect when the individuals are assembled as a 
team and brainstorming sessions are conducted (Wilson 
1983). 
The creative phase of VA/VE has been found to be most 
productive when experts from the disciplines pertinent to 
the product development are represented on the team. 
Having members with many varied bac~grounds enhances the 
potential for innovative ideas and synergism. It is often 
the case that participants in these creative brainstorming 
sessions make excellent suggestions that are out of their 
18 
area of expertise. This is attributable to the fact that 
they are not influenced by built-in biases that are 
developed within a field of expertise (Wexler 1976). 
Figure 5 lists the questions posed during the 
creative phase to formulate alternate methods of providing 
functions. Alternate methods or techniques are first 
considered for providing each basic function. These 
alternate methods have a good potential for increasing 
r 
product value since they incorporate different secondary 
techniques and secondary techniques consume a large share 
of the resources required to produce a product. These 
alternate methods are often due to new technological 
de v e 1 o pm en ts. Sometimes the new methods proposed are 
attractive because the required basic functions of a 
product have been altered or eliminated. Other alte~natives 
formulated during the creative phase are due to the 
introduction of different materials. The development of 
plastics and composites allows material. substitutions. 
Lighter, stronger materials can often result in savings due 
to transportation, operation, or maintenance. Still other 
alternatives are formulated because improved manufacturing 
techniques are available (Clawson 1970). 
19 
* What else can do the job? 
*Can a different method or principle be 
exploited? 
* Can a component be simplified? 
* Can different materials be used? 
* Can different manufacturing techniques be used? 
Figure 5. Lists questions to be posed during the 
creative phase of VA/VE to aid in formulating alternate 
methods of provid1ng functions. 
20 
Development Pqase 
During the development phase the alternatives 
formulated during the creative phase are analyzed to ensure 
that they will provide the required function(s), and the 
cost of each alternative is estimated. 
The objectives during the development phase are listed 
in Figure 6. Each alternative is developed and examined to 
r 
ensure it will provide the required basic functions. 
Further, the cost of each alternative is estimated and the 
best alternative is chosen. 
Ideas and alternatives formulated during the 
creative phase are somewhat sketchy. During the 
development phase, the ideas and alternatives are developed 
with an emphasis on the required basic functions and the 
consequences of each alternative. Each alternative is 
examined to ensure that all required functions are provided 
adequately. Alternatives that do not provide the required 
functions are not considered further. 
After each alternative is developed and determined to 
provide the required basic function(s), its cost is 
estimated. The total life cycle cost of each alternative 
is composed of the cost of further investigation, design, 
and development as well as implementation, capital, 
operation and maintenance costs. Capital costs are 
discounted at the cost of capital either specified by the 
21 
management or determined by the analyst. The economic life 
of each alternative is determined and replacement costs are 
estimated. If an analysis is being performed on an 
existing system, the remaining life and salvage value are 
estimated to determine the cost of keeping the existing 
equipment. Analysis of costs using this method ensures 
that operating and maintenance expenses are considered as 
well as the value of existing equipment (Williams 198la). ,.. 
Also during this phase, potential implementation 
problems are considered for each alternative. 
Implementation considerations include operation, 
maintenance, installation, human reaction, communication, 
morale, marketing considerations, and public opinion. 
Impacts in any of these areas are considered when choosing 
alternatives so that the best alternative can be chosen. 
After each alternative has been developed, costs have 
been estimated, and implementation difficulties have been 
determined, the best alternative is chosen. This task is 
straightforward if one alternative is clearly superior to 
the other alternatives in all respects. However, many 
times several alternatives will be superior when judged by 
different criteria. If this is the case, a ranking/rating 
method is suggested whereby the most important criteria are 
identified and then rated as to their importance. Each 
alternative can then be judged by each criteria. This 
22 
method results in identification of the alternative that 
best meets the most important criteria (Miles 1972). 
* Ensure required functions are provided 
* Develop each alternative 
* Estimate cost of each alternative 
* Recognize and note implementation problems 
* Choose the best alternative 
Figure 6. Shows the steps required to develop alternatives 
during the development phase. 
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Measuring the Success of the VA/VE Effort 
Measuring the success of VA/VE is important because 
it allows comparison with other projects competing for 
resources. 
Measuring the success of a VA/VE effort can be 
accomplished in a number of different ways. Quantities 
which must be considered are dollar savings, cost of VA/VE 
study, cost of implementing VA/VE suggestions, and 
improvements in quality, reliability, maintainability, and 
safety. Dollar savings are determined by summing any 
savings attributable to decreases in capital expenses or 
operation and maintenance expenses. Measurement of the 
cost of VA/VE studies and implementation costs are 
relatively straightforward. However, improvements in 
quality, reliability, maintainability, and safety may be 
more difficult to quantify. Traditionally, improvements in 
these areas have not been quantified, only listed 
qualitatively as VA/VE benefits. Figure 7 shows three 
different methods for measuring the success of a VA/VE 
effort (Williams 198la). 
The net savings method of measuring the benefits of 
VA/VE consists of subtracting the cost of the VA/VE study 
and implementation costs from the total savings. If r.et 
savings are positive, a VE study is thought to be 
24 
successful; if not then the effort is deemed a failure. 
The net savings method is simple, but ignores the scope of 
the effort involved and the return on that investment. The 
net savings method does not compare the size of net savings 
to VA/VE study costs. Therefore, different efforts are 
more difficult to compare utilizing the net savings method. 
The percent net savings method for quantifying the 
success of a VA/VE study expresses savings as a percent of 
,.. 
the original cost. Savings as a percent of original cost 
is determined by subtracting the study cost and the cost of 
implementation from gross savings and dividing that 
quantity by the original cost before analysis and 
multiplying the result by one hundred. This method in 
effect compares net savings to original product cost. 
While an improvement from the net savings method, the 
percent net savings method still does not compare the 
expenditure of resources for the VE study and 
implementation to savings. 
The benefit/cost method relates the benefits of the 
VA/VE study to the cost of the study and implementation of 
the study recommendations. In this method, gross dollars 
saved are divided by the sum of the study and 
implementation costs. The benefit/cost method directly 
compares the return on savings to the expenditure in 
resources. When this method is adopted for measuring the 
success of VA/VE, a threshold can be set by management for 
25 
acceptable VA/VE savings. Projects that would potentially 
return savings less than the threshold can be passed up for 
projects that would return greater savings. 
26 
MEASURING VA/VE STUDY SAVINGS 
S = VE study savings 
C = cost of study 
IC = implementation costs 
OC = original costs before VE study 
NET SAVINGS = S - C - IC 
NET SAVINGS AS A PERCENT OF ORIGINAL COST = 
(S - C - OC)lOO 
oc 
BENEFIT/COST = S ---c + IC 
Note: All savings include capital savings and savings due 
to decreases in operation and maintenance expenses 
discounted to present worth. Implementation costs include 
the costs of additional investigation, design, and 
development. 
Figure 7. Shows three alternate methods for measuring the 
success of VA/VE efforts'. 
IV. VALUE MANAGEMENT FOR SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS 
Summary of Proposed Value Management Technique 
A service organization value analysis methodology 
must identify functions and functional interactions, choose 
function(s) for analysis, estimate worth of functions and 
required service level·s, and then formulate and choose the . 
best system in order to provide the required functions. 
Certain enhancements must be made to the existing 
VA/VE methodology to make VA/VE applicable to service 
organizations. These enhancements consist of determining 
the importance of each required function, describing 
operations, and quantifying the impact of human error and 
equipment failure on operational costs. Figure 8 shows 
that in the proposed VM methodology, functions will be 
rated as to the~r importance, operations will be described 
using a Functional Flow Block Diagram, and the effect of 
human error and equipment failure on operating costs will 
be quantified using fault tree analysis methodology. 
The steps required when applying VM techniques to 
service organizations are listed in Figure 9. The first 
step of VM is to define and describe the system under 
review. The definition should include inputs and outputs 
27 
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of the system. The description should include the actual 
steps performed when the system operates. System operation 
can be illustrated and described by using a Functional Flow 
Block Diagram (Doering 1975). This diagram is a flow chart 
which shows organizational units, lines of communication 
and authority between operating units, and a step by step 
description of the system operation (for a full explanation 
see "System Description"). 
The next step of VM is to perform a functional 
analysis on the system and identify basic functions by 
using the Functional Analysis System Technique (FAST) 
described in Chapter III of this report. When the basic 
functions of the system are identified, each one is ranked, 
relative to one another, and then rated as to its 
importance as will be discussed in subsequent sections. 
Since the customer is the best judge as to the relative 
importance of a function, it is suggested that the customer 
provide input during this step of VM. The worth of basic 
functions is d:etermined by estimating the least cost 
necessary to reliably provide each basic function. After 
the secondary functions have been identified using the 
FAST, alternatives are formulated and developed for 
providing each function. 
The next step is to rate each alternative as to how 
well they provide the basic functions as will be discussed 
in the next section. In addition, the cost of each 
29 
alternative, including implementation costs, is determined. 
Utilizing cost and the functional rating as a basis for 
comparison allows a choice to be made as to which 
alternative provides required basic functions at least 
cost. 
The last step is the implementation phase. As in 
conventional VA/VE, a specific recommendation should be 

































Figure 8. Shows primary differences between conventional 
VA/VE methodology and proposed VM technique to be in rating 
the importance of functions, description of operating 
systems, and quantification of human error and equipment 
reliability. 
* Define system 
* Describe present operation 
~ Determine basic functions provided by system 
* Rank and rate basic functions as to their 
importance 
* Analyze each function using Functional Analysis 
System Technique (FAST) 
* Estimate worth of each function 
* Formulate alternatives for providing functions 
* Rate each alternative against basic functions 
of the system 
* Estimate the cost of each alternative 
* Choose best alternative base~ on provision 
of basic functions and estimated costs 
* Recommend best alternative 
Figure 9. Shows steps required when applying VM techniques 
to service organizations. 
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System Description 
An accurate description of the currently operating 
(or proposed) system is essential so that functional 
provisions and requirements can be determined. 
A system is a series of interrelated elements that 
perform some activity, function, or operation and is 
defined by tdentifying its inputs and outputs. A system 
receives inputs from its environment, usually including 
manpower, energy, and materials. The system acts on 
inputs to produce outputs such as reports or designs 
(Semprevivo 1982). 
A description of present operations is given by 
listing tasks performed within a system. There are usually 
many different sets of tasks within a system depending on 
the desired outcome. Next, the interaction of tasks within 
the system must be described. This must include 
communications within the system and the lines of 
responsibility and authority between operating units within 
the system. Figure 10 shows that one method of describing 
current operations and showing the lines of communication 
between operating units within a system is by constructing 
a Functional Flow Block Diagram (MIL - HDBK 1968). This 
flow diagram is organized around recognizable operating 
units within the system. The operating unit that performs 
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each task is identified. Lines between operating units 
denote communication, the direction of communication being 
represented by arrows. The operational unit from which a 
line originates has the authority to request the activity 
at the destination of the line. The operating unit at the 
destination of the line is responsible for performing the 
activity or series of activities to which the line 
connects. Figure 10 is an excerpt from a Functional Flow 
r 
Block Diagram used to show the incident mode of a police 
department (Doering 1975). Two different operating units 
within the police department are represented on the 
diagram. The Functional Flow Block Diagram is interpreted 
by beginning with the first activity under the heading 
"Complaint Desk Function" and reading in order down the 
diagram. Lines emanating from the description of an 
activity indicate that another operating unit is invoked. 
In the example shown in Figure 10 the "Incident Mode" 
begins when the Complaint Desk answers a phone call and 
ascertains that the report received is classified as an 
incident. The Complaint Desk ascertains the jurisdiction 
of the incident, determines the nature of assistance 
required, and locates the district to which the report 
pertained. The Complaint Desk then iecords the time the 
call was received and reported on a 602-03 form and gives 
the report to the Radio Dispatcher. The Radio Dispatcher 
receives the completed 602-03 form and assigns the nearest 
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field patrol unit to investigate. The complete Functional 
Flow Block Diagram that depicts the "Incident Mode" of the 
police department is included with this report as Appendix 
A. Utilization of a Functional Flow Block Diagram allows 
complex operations with many interactions to be described. 
This technique is versatile since an overview or an in-
depth description can be given of the operation of the 






"COMPLAINT DESK FUNCTION" 
* monitor and answer all phone extensions 
within a specific number of rings 
* ascertain nature of call 
* , ascertain jurisdiction 
* determine the nature of assistance required 
* locate district in which report pertained 
* record time received and time given to 
radio dispatcher on 602-03 form 
"RADIO DISPATCHER FUNCTION" 
* obtain 602-03 form 
* assign nearest field patrol unit or units 
to investigate reported incident 
Figure 10. An excerpt from a Functional Flow Block Diagram 
describing the operation of a police department illustrates 
the use of the Functional Flow Block Diagram technique. 
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Functional Analysis 
Functional identification, rating, and analysis is 
performed so that the functional requirements of the system 
can be determined. 
The basic functions of the system are determined by 
soliciting input from the ultimate users of the system. 
Determining b9sic functions in this manner helps to ensure 
that the required functions are provided. The functions 
then become the "specifications" for the system when 
developing alternatives. Figure 11 shows how the basic 
functions of a system, identified by users, are ranked and 
rated according to their importance. Alternatives are 
judged against these criteria to aid in choosing the best 
alternative. 
After the basic functions of the system are 
identified, they are ranked according to their importance 
to overall system performance. This ranking is 
accomplished by choosing a function and comparing all other 
functions to it, one at a time, and determining which 
function is more important. A function receives a score of 
one each time it is compared to another function and 
determined to be more important. The most important 
function receives the highest numerical ranking. 
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After functions are ranked, their importance must be 
rated. This is necessary because a function having a 
numerical ranking of say, four, may not be four times as 
important as a function having a numerical ranking of one. 
Each function is rated as to its importance by assigning it 
a rating that is less than or equal to its functional 
ranking. Different functions can have equal ratings even 
though they have different rankings. This would be the 
r 
case when two functions -have only a slight difference in 
importance (Miles 1972). For example, in Figure 11 there 
are four functions required of a product. By applying the 
ranking/rating system, function A is found to be most 
important and is thus assigned a rank of four. However, if 
further analysis reveals that function A is only slightly 
more important than function C, they may both be given a 
rating of less than four, say three. 
The FAST technique as described in Chapter III is 
applied to secondary functions until further · breakdown is 
impossible. The functions identified on the right side of 
the FAST diagram are the most elemental and correspondingly 
the functions on the left are the most comprehensive. 
Thus, a hierarchy of functions is established from most 
comprehensive to the most elemental. ~utting functions in 
this order is advantageous since modifications to the most 
comprehensive functions potentially effect the greatest 
savings. 
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FUNCTION A B c D RANK RATING 
A x 1 1 1 4 3 
f' 
B 0 x 0 1 2 2 
c 0 1 x 1 3 3 
D 0 0 0 x 1 1 
Procedure: 1) If horizontal function is more important 
than vertical function, place a 1 in the 
matrix entry, if not enter O. 
2) Sum horizontally counting an X as one to 
determine the importance ranking of 
each function. 
3) Rate each function -- can be less than or 
equal to its ranking 
Figure 11. Shows how a matrix is used to rate the 
importance of functions. The .final rating is used as a 
weighting factor when choosing the bes~ alternative. 
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Formulating Alternatives 
Alternate methods of providing required functions 
must be formulated and the cost, as well as the function(s) 
each alternative provides, must be determined in order that 
the best a 1 terna ti ve can be chosen. 
As previously discussed in Chapter III, the functions 
identified as basic become requirements which alternatives 
must provide. Al 1 secondary functions sup.port basic 
functions. Thus, alternatives are formulated to improve or 
replace secondary functions but still provide the required 
basic functions. 
Alternative formulation begins with the most 
comprehensive se-condary function located to the left of the 
FAST diagram. Since these functions can be broken into 
elemental functions, eliminating or improving these 
second a r y fun ct i on s has the· gr eat es t po tent i a 1 for 
effecting cost savings. Thus, the most comprehensive 
I 
functions are first inspected to ensure that they are 
necessary. If the VA team decides the secondary functions 
are necessary, alternatives are formulated for providing 
these functions. Progressive·ly ·1ess comprehensive 
functions are then considered in turn and alternatives for 
providing them are formulated until the most elemental 
function is considered. It is important to be confident 
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that each alternative will provide or support the required 
basic function. 
After all alternatives are formulated, each one 
(including the existing system) must be rated on how 
effectively it provides the required basic functions. This 
effectiveness rating is a subjective rating, ranging from 
one to ten based on how well an alternative provides each 
function. The effectiveness rating is multiplied by the 
f' 
importance rating· previously described to arrive at an 
overall performance rating. This performance rating can be 
used as a basis of comparison since it considers functional 
provision and functional importance. Figure 12 shows a 
matrix that is used to rate alternatives for a fan. Three 
functions are 1 isted ranging from the most important 
(distribute air) to the least important (control flow) 
(Miles 1972). Each function is assigned an importance 
rating. The importance rating is multiplied by the 
effectiveness rating and summed for each alternative to 
arrive at a performance rating. In the example illustrated 
in Figure 11, fan A received a performance rating of 33 and 
is thus judged to provide the functional requirements 
better than the other alternatives. 
Costs of each alternative, as well as the existing 
system, must be estimated. To allow an accurate 
comparison, the life cycle costing method described in 
Chapter III is applied to the existing system and all 
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alternatives. Capital costs, implementation costs, 
economic life, salvage values, replacement costs, and 
operation and maintenance costs must all be determined , 
computed, or estimated as appropriate. 
Choosing the best alternative can either be 
straightforward or difficult depending on the actual data. 
If the alternative that best provides the required 
functiqn(s) is also the least costly alternative, the 
decision is relatively simple. However, the least costly 
alternative may not best provide the required functions. 
Thus, the decision is based on a trade-off between 
functional provision and cost. If minimum performance 
criteria have been determined or dictated by management, 
the alternative meeting those criteria at least cost is 
chosen. If minimum performance criteria have not been 
determined, the alternative that best provides the required 
functions from among the alternatives that cost less than 
or equal the worth of the function(s) is chosen as the best 
alternative. 
Lastly, recommendations must be presented as clearly 
as possible. Recommendations should include all assumptions 
and limitations, estimated capi~al costs, economic life, 
salvage value, replacement value, and operation and 
maintenance costs, as well as projected savings over the 
existing system. 
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FUNCTION DISTRIBUTE DIRECT CONTROL 
AIR AIR FLOW 
IMPORTANCE 
RATING 2 1 1 
PERFORMANCE 
ALTERNATIVE EFFECTIVENESS RATING RATING 
ORIGINAL 10 3 6 29 
FAN 
FAN A 10 9 4 33 
FAN B 7 7 4 25 
NOTE: PERFORMANCE RATING = 
R (IMPORTANCE RATING) (EFFECTIVENESS RATING) 
Figure 12. Matrix evaluation chart for a fan shows how 
each alternative is rated against required functions. 
Importance rating numbers provide functional weighting. 
Effectiveness rating indicates how well each alternative 
provides each r~quired function. 
V. APPLICATION OF VALUE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUE 
Defining the System 
An accurate definition and description of the fuel 
transfer system is required so that the functional 
r 
requirements needed · to analyze an operating system can be 
developed. 
For purposes of illustration, a system indigenous to 
service organizations was selected for analysis to show the 
application of VM. The system chosen is a subsystem of 
the Propellant Management System used at Kennedy Space 
Center to fuel its space shuttle vehicles on the launch 
pad. This subsystem transfers monomethylhydrazine (MMH) 
from a mobile supply tanker to a stationary fuel storage 
tank at Launch Complex 39-A. This system was isolated 
from the remainder of the fueling system to provide a 
manageable size operation for illustrative purposes. 
Figure 13 is a schematic of the equipment that comprises 
the fuel transfer system. Equipment set-up before the 
actual fuel transfer and purging and disconnection of the 
lines and tanks afterward were not considered part of this 
system. The operational focus of this VM application is to 
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examine the function "prevent over-pressurization", a 
secondary function that supports the basic function 
"prevent spi 11" during the fuel transfer. 
The hypergolic fuel MMH is used aboard the shuttle to 
power various operational systems. Since only contact with 
oxygen is necessary to ignite this fuel, it must be handled 
carefully. 5000 gallon tanker trucks are used to transport 
fuel fro~ a remote fuel storage farm to an on-site storage 
tank (approximately 8500 gallon capacity) located at Launch 
Complex 39-A. The fuel, once in the launch pad fuel 
storage tank, is later transferred to the shuttle. The MMH 
must be transferred quickly and on schedule to prevent a 
delay in the launch schedule since the fueling operation is 
part of the critical path. Thus, a critical delay in the 
fueling operation can delay the shuttle launch. Launch 
delays cost approximately one million dollars per day due 
to capital and operational expenses (Bartoszek 1985). 
Inputs to the system consist of manpower, MMH, 
gaseous helium, and various personnel safety equipment. 
Manpower inputs are used to activate systems, make visual 
inspections, read gauges, note positions of valves, record 
data, and communicate informatiop. Protective clothing 
consists primarily of Self Contained Atmospheric Protective 
Ensemble (SCAPE) suits that provide air supplies to the 
individuals wearing them and prevent exposure to MMH. 
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Activities performed within the system during the 
fuel transfer consist of the following: 
open tanker fill valve 
establish pressure supply to tanker 
slowly open pressure supply valve 
verify wind profile 
configure tanker for MMH transfer 
initiate flow 
monitor flow path for leakage 
monitor storage tank level via level indicator 
terminate fuel flow when storage tank full 
record level indicator reading at storage tank 
open vent 
close helium supply valve 
configure tanker for venting 
These tasks are required to transfer MMH from the tanker to 
the stationary MMH storage tank. A detailed description is 
included in the next section. 
Outputs of this system during normal operations are 
fuel completion reports, gaseous MMH, and contaminated 
protective clothing. The waste MMH vapor is processed 
through a scrubber that reduces the MMH concentration to an 
acceptable level, and the contaminated protective clothing 





































Figure 13. Schematic representation shows the hardware 
that is used during fuel transfer operations. 
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Operational Description 
A Functional Flow Block Diagram was used to describe 
the MMH fuel transfer operation because 1 ines of 
communication and authority must be shown, as well as 
operational steps, to describe the fuel transfer operation. 
Numerous activities are performed during the fuel 
transfe~ operation. Figure 14 represents the activities 
performed. Lines connecting activities denote 
communications between operating units, the direction of 
the communication being represented by arrows. To 
interpret the diagram, begin with the first activity listed 
under "Operation Support" labeled "Start of Operation." 
Continue reading down the list of activities until the last 
activity is reached, labeled "End of Operation." Arrows 
emanating from activities denote that other operating units 
involved with the fuel transfer operation are invoked. 
The fuel transfer operation is initiated according to 
schedule when operation support notifies safety that MMH 
vapors may be released. Safety receives the notification 
and authorizes operation support to proceed. Fuel transfer 
proceeds with the activities listed under "Operation 
Support." The fuel transfer operation is completed when 
operation support notifies the Firing Room Engineer that 
the fuel transfer is complete. 
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The operating units that are involved in these 
operations are the firing room engineer, safety, operation 
support, quality control, and the operations test 
conductor. Quality control personnel monitor crucial 
activities both in the field and in the firing room. 
Quality control personnel in the field monitor the tasks 
performed by operation support and report any deviation 
from standard operating procedures. The operations test 
conductor monitots activities from the firing room, . 
coordinates concurrent activities, and reschedules proposed 
activities if required. 
The firing room engineer has primary responsibility 
and authority for all operations associated with the fuel 
transfer operation. Routine fuel transfer operations as 
shown in the Functional Flow Block Diagram require very 
little active participation of the firing room engineer. 
However, the firing room engineer takes charge in case of 
an emergency situation or a deviation from standard 
operating procedures. Deviations f rorn routine operations 
are considered on an individual basis. The impact of the 
deviation is assessed by the firing room engineer and 
operations are continued at his discretion or can be 
suspended until the deviation is corrected. 
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FIRING !QQ!! !NGIN!!R 
r--+• monitor notification that HHH vapors may be 
releaaed 
monitor authorization to proceed 
receive report that HHH flow initiated 
receive report of no external leakage 
monitor LLI readings via channel 157 




• notify aafety that next atep may releaae HHH 
* receive authorization to proceed 
•open tanker fill valve 
• eatabliah preaaure aupply to tanker 
• •lowly open pressure aupply valve 
• verify wind profile 
• configure tanker for HHH transfer 
• ·initiate flow 
--~~-- • report that flow ia initiated 
'--'1' -"1 \-/ ' 
I I ~ 
I I I 






I ~-~'---• I ,_, _ __,..
I I--'~ '- '---• 
~"'~,, ,_,, ___ ..,.. 
t-'"-'1'-'' '-'"'- --~ 
--· 
• monitor flow path 
• verify no external leakage and report 
• monitor atorage tank level by reading liquid 
level indicator (LLI) 
• terminate fuel flow when LLI indicates storage 
tank is full 
• record LLI reading 
• open vent 
•close helium supply valve 
* configure tanker for venting and line purge 
• report completion of fuel transfer 
~~~~fftON~I 
OP!RATIOY TEST COHOOCTOR 
•monitor notification that HHH vapors may be 
xeleaaed 
• monitor authorization to proceed 
• •onitor report that KMH flov initiated 
• monitor report of no external leakage 
• aonitor LLI readin9• via channel 157 
• monitor completion report 
I I I 
I I l QUALITY COMTROL 
I
I I I - -- _.. •monitor notification that HHH vapor a may be 
I 
released 
I I - '-- - ~ • monitor authorization to proceed 
I ~ '-' ~- - ~ • monitor report that HHH flow initiated I ~ '-''-I'-- - ~ • monitor report of no external leakage 
Lr '-'' , ___ _...•monitor LLI readings via channel 157 r-- -fl'\-~'--"'-'' ._ • monitor completion report · 
I I 
I I SAFETY 
I I I •receive notification that HHH vapor• may be 
I I I releaaed 
L • give authorization to proceed I L --- - - ~ • monitor report that HHH flow initiated 
I - - - - - - ~ • monitor report of no external leakage 
..__ _ - - - - - - ~· • monitor completion report 
Figure 14. The Functional Flow Block Diagram of the fuel 
transfer system shows lines of communication and authority. 
Dashed lines indicate communications that are monitored but 
no reply is required. 
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Functional Analysis 
The basic functions of the system were rated to 
designate the importance of each function to accomplishment 
of the mission by individuals familiar with the fuel 
transfer system since these individuals are aware of 
overall mission requirements. 
Ex~erts at KSC were consulted as to the functions 
required of the fuel transfer system. Two KSC employees, 
Joe Bartoszek of the Fluid Systems Division - Shuttle 
Engineering and Joel Reynolds, Director of the KSC Safety 
Off ice, identified four basic functions of the fuel 
transfer system. Figure 15 shows the four functions 
identified as well as their rank and importance rating. 
"Prevent contamination" was ranked as the most important 
function and "communicate status" was identified as the 
least important function. Apparently, the consequences of 
contaminating the fuel are so severe that personnel 
operating the system view it as more important than filling 
the fuel storage tank. 
The importance of each function was rated differently 
than suggested in Chapter IV. The method suggested in 
Chapter IV consisted of ranking each function as to 
importance. The most important function was assigned the 
highest rank. Since the ranking scheme does not 
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necessarily give the proper weight to each function, a 
rating was assigned to each function in addition to the 
ranking. The rating assigned to each function is less than 
or equal to its rank. Uti 1 izing this method ensures that 
the ranking order is maintained but allows functions to 
also be weighted (Miles 1972). In practice, the rating 
part of the method suggested by Miles was confusing to 
participants, the difference between ranking and rating 
being unclear. Instead, a weighting factor method (Canada 
1980) was utilized whereby the weighting factors of all 
four functions were normalized to sum to one hundred. 
Figure 15 1 is ts the rating assigned to each function. 
"Prevent Contamination" was given a high rating of 60 on 
this relative basis while the three other functions were 
rated nearly equal. 
Experts familiar with the system suggested "prevent 
over-pressurization" as a low value, high cost secondary 
function that supported the basic function "prevent spill". 
This secondary function was then chosen for further study 
since it appeared to be a high cost item that supported a 
basic function of relatively low importance. 
The FAST technique was applied to the secondary 
function "prevent over-pressurization" as shown in Figure 
16. The FAST diagram shows the human function (control 
pressure) and the hardware function (limit pressure). Both 
of these functional areas interact to provide the function 
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"prevent ove:r-pressu:rization." The secondary functions 
identified using this method a:re examined in detail and 
alternatives for providing these functions are formulated 
and developed in subsequent sections. 
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FUNCTION RANK RATING 
FILL TANK 3 16' 
COMMUNICATE STATUS 1 11 
PREVENT CONTAMINATION 4 60 
PREVENT SPILL 2 13 
TOTAL: 100 
NOTE: RANK = 4 SIGNIFIES MOST IMPORTANT FUNCTION 
Figure 15. Shows how experts ranked and rated the 
importance of functions provided by the fuel transfer 






VERIFY ----: PRESSURE 
PREVENT -OVER-PRESSURIZATION 
LIMIT RELIEVE - PRESSURE PRESSURE 
Figure 16. Shows the Functional Analysis System Technique 
applied to the secondary function "prevent over-
pressurization". This secondary function supports the 
basic function "prevent spill" in the fuel transfer system. 
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Estimating Functional Worth 
The functional worth of "prevent over-pressurization" 
must be estimated in terms of monetary value because it 
becomes the target cost for providing this function. 
The worth of a function is the lowest cost for which 
the function can be provided reliably (Clawson 1970). 
Figure 17 r lists the cost components which would be involved 
in determining the worth of "prevent over-pressurization." 
At a meeting with KSC personnel (Bartoszek 1985) the 
following information was obtained: 
* fuel transfer occurs five times per year 
* eight workers are directly involved with 
the fuel transfer operation 
* cost of these personnel is approximately 
$23 per hour 
* cost to delay shuttle operations is 
approximately $1,000,000 per day 
* fuel transfer operation is in the 
critical path of shuttle operations 
A discount rate of ten percent and a ten year facility life 
was assumed in order to perform the necessary life cycle 
cost calculations. 
The first cost component considered is the equivalent 
uniform annual cost (EUAC) of equipment required to prevent 
over-pressurization. Local equipment vendors were 
consulted and it was found that a reasonable expenditure 
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for a relief valve to preve t over- ress rization as 
approximately $300. F rther, it as estimated that 
necessary rev ie by KSC personnel, documentation c anges 
and instal ation wo ld cost approxi ately $17QO, bringim.g 
the total capital expenditure to approximately $ 000 The 
EUAC of this amount discounted at ten percent for teB yea s 
is approximately $325 per year 
Time required to prevent ov ,er-pressurization was 
estimated to be five minutes per operation. Therefore, 
given an eight orker crew, $23-per-hour/worker, and five 
fuel transfers per year, a reasonable cost ta perform 
operations necessary to "prevent over-pressurization" :i!s 
approximately $75 per year. 
Since the fuel transfer tas is in the critical path 
of shuttle operations, any fuel transfer delays can 
subsequent y delay shuttle launches and thus can cost 
$1,000,000 per day. 1 herefore, preventi!ng over-
pressurization delays shuttle operatioBs · by 5 minutes per 
fuel transfer and results in a yearly cost of approxi ately 
$17,361. 
Maintenance to equipment necessary to prevent over-
pressur i zation was estimated to take fotlr workers four 
ours each. Ma~ntenance is required approximately to 
times per year. Since maintenance is not in the er· ti ca 
path, no cost of delay is charged to this activity. Total 
cost of aintenance 's therefore $735 per year. 
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The last component to consider in estimating the 
functional worth of "prevent over-pressurization" is the 
product of the dollar consequence of over-pressurization 
and an acceptable probability that the system to prevent 
over-pressurization fails. Since over-pressurization would 
result in a major spill and extensive emergency repair and 
replacement, the dollar consequence of over-pressurization 
was est~rnated at $14,000,000. Given this severe 
consequence, a very low probability of occurrence was 
deemed acceptable. NASA personnel estimated this 
probability at approximately 0.00001. Therefore, the 
expected cost due to over-pressurization is determined by 
multiplying the dollar consequence of an over-
pressurization by the probability of an over-pressurization 
(Hines 1980). Since the fuel transfer is accomplished five 
times per year, an acceptable expected cost due to over-
pressurization is $700 per year. The total worth of 
"prevent over-pressurization" is the sum of the previously 




r EQUIPMENT COST 
NORMAL OPERATIONS COST 
MISSION DELAY COST 
MAINTENANCE COST 
FUNCTION FAILURE COST 
TOTAL WORTH 






$19,195 / YEAR 
Figure 17. Tabulation of cost components used to determine 
the worth of the function "prevent over-pressurization" 
shows its worth to be $19,195 per year. 
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Formulation and Development of Alternatives 
Seven additional alternatives were formulated and 
developed to provide the secondary function "prevent over-
pressurization" at least cost. 
A number of mutually exclusive, feasible alternatives 
were developed to identify changes in both equipment and 
procedures which might be used to provide the function 
"prevent ,.. over-pressurization." The existing system was 
considered as "base case" and modifications were then 
formulated and developed to define seven additional 
feasible alternatives. Figure 18 shows the performance 
rating of how well each alternative provides overall system 
functions. Each alternative was rated by the researcher 
based on information from KSC personnel and review of 
available equipment and techniques. Each alternative is 
described as follows: 
1) EXISTING SYSTEM -- Consists of a . relief valve 
on the fuel storage tank that cracks when system 
pressure is exceeded. Subject to leakage around 
the relief valve seal resulting in a minor MMH 
spill and possible fuel contamination. 
2) DELETE RELIEF VALVE, CHECK AND MONITOR 
PRESSURE USING CURRENT PROCEDURES -- Removing the 
relief valve would prevent leaks from developing 
around the seals in the relief valve, but would 
increase the possibility of an over~pressuriz~tion 
occurring that could result in a maJor MMH spill. 
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3) DELETE RELIEF' VALVE, PROVIDE ADDITIO AL 
PEiRSONNE,L, TO CONSTANTLY MONITOR AND REGULA 'TE 
PRESSU~E -~ Removing. the· relief valve would impact 
contam1nat1on and spill prevention as described in 
alternative 2. Howev ,er, adding a team whose 
function is solely to monitor and regulate 
pressure would help prevent over-pressurization 
and thus help to p .revent a spill. 
4) KEEP EXISTING SYSTEM, EMPHASIZE THE IMPORTANCE 
OF THE TASK AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL TRAINING -- No 
impact on relief valve leaks but would reduce the 
probability of a major spill. 
5) KEEP EXISTING OPERATIONS, ADD A RUPTURE DISC 
BETWEEN THE MMH TANK AND RELIEF VA.LVE 
Reductions of · relief valve leakage since the 
relief valve would be pressurized only when the 
rupture disc failed. The possibility of fuel 
contamination by atmospheric exposure and minor 
spill would be reduced 
6) KEEP EXISTING OPERATIONS, INSTALL PARALLEL 
RUPTURE DISC/RELIEF VAL,VE, COMBINATIONS -- Reduce 
relief valve leakage and probability of major 
spill. 
7)i KEEP EXISTING SYSTEM AND OPERATIONS, PROVIDE 
MORE FREQUENT SERVICE TO RELIEF VALVE -- Reduce 
the probability of relief valve leakage. 
8) DELETE RELIEF VALVE, ADD PRESSURE SENSING 
ALARM -- Reduce relief valve leakage, increase 
probability o_f major spill. 
Each alternative was rated on a scale of one-to-ten on 
how effectively it provides each basic function. Figure 18 
shows the effectiveness rating of each alternative against 
the four basic functions. As described previously, each 
function was rated as to its importance. By multiplying 
the effectiveness rating of each function by the importance 
rating of each function, and summing for each alternative, 
a performance rating is obtained. The highest performance 
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rating indicates that functional requirements are best 
satisfied. Alternative six scored highest based on 
functional requirements. 
PREVENT FILL PREVENT COMMUNICATE 




RATING 60 16 13 11 
'PERFORMANCE 
ALTERNATIVE EFFECTIVENESS RATING RATING 
1 6 7 4 7 601 
2 8 7 2 7 695 
3 8 7 3 7 708 
4 6 7 5 7 614 
5 9 7 7. 7 820 
6 9; 7 8 7 833 
" 
7 7 7 5 7 674 
8 8 7 4 7 721 
NOTE: PERFORMANCE RATING= (IMPORTANCE RATING)(EFFECTIVENESS RATING) 
Figure 18. Performance rating of alternatives shows that alternative 
six (parallel rupture disc/relief valve combinations) best meets the 
functional requirements of the fuel transfer system. 
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Life Cycle Costing 
The reliability of each alternative was quantified in 
dollar terms and integrated with capital, operating, and 
maintenance costs to arrive at the total annual cost to 
determine the most cost effective alternative. 
Table 1 shows the tabulation of costs for each 
al ternati ye. Included in total annual costs are capital, 
operation and maintenance costs as well as estimated costs 
attributable to system failure. Capital costs were 
discounted at ten percent for ten years and are shown as 
equivalent uniform annual costs. Operating costs are based 
on estimates of the time required to prevent over-
pressur ization and of the costs of the work crew and 
mission delays. Other costs listed in Table 1 include 
training costs and that of providing additional .required 
personnel. Projected maintenance costs vary with each 
alternate method to prevent over-pressurization. 
Since system failures or malfunctions add to the cost 
of operating a system, the probability of failure for each 
alternative was determined using fault tree analysis 
methodology (Malasky 1982). This methodology starts with a 
result and works backwards to identify causes. 
Probabilities can then be assigned to each event. Using a 
fault tree to predict failure rates considers failures 
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caused by separate events, compound events, or a 
combination of both. Failure rates used in the fault tree 
analysis were provided by KSC personnel. Append ix B 
contains the fault tree analysis performed on the existing 
system and Table 2 located in Appendix B lists the data and 
results of fault tree analyses for all eight alternatives. 
The probability of failure is multiplied by the consequence 
of failure to arrive at an expected cost of failure per 
.. 
operation. The expected cost of failure per operation is 
multiplied by five operations per year to yield the 
expected cost of failure during any one year. Table 1 
lists the expected cost per year due to failure for each 
alternative. 
The total annual cost of each alternative is 
determined by summing capital, operating, and maintenance 
costs and expected costs due to failure as shown in Table 
1. Also listed in Table 1 is the performance rating 
determined in the previous section. 
Alternative six, providing a parallel series of 
rupture discs and relief valves, best provides the basic 
functions of the overall system and does so at least cost. 
Cost reduction is due primarily to reduced down-time caused 
by leaking pressure relief valves. Choosing this 
alternative accomplishes the value management goal of 
improving or maintaining performance, quality, safety, and 
reliability, while providing required functions at least 
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cost. Since the worth of "prevent over-pressurization" was 
estimated to be $19,195 and the cost of alternative six is 
projected at $19,185, the choice of this alternative 
represents a good value when compared to other alternate 
methods of providing the function "prevent over-
pressurization." The relatively low cost of alternative 
six is due primarily to the low expected cost of a minor 
leak utilizing this alternative. 
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Table 1. Lists the costs associated with each alternative and an overall perf orm a nce 
rating. Alternative six best provides required system functions at least cost. 
ALTERNATIVE 
COMPONENT l 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 
CAPITAL 
COST 0 245 245 0 325 405 0 490 
($ EUAC) 
f' 
OPERATING 17,435 17,435 19,275 18,225 17,435 17 ,435 17,435 17,435 
COSTS ($) 
MAINTENANCE 735 0 0 735 735 1235 1470 365 
COSTS ($) 
P{OVER-PRESSURE} l.1xio-s 0.0111 o. 00112 l.ox10-5 2.2Xlo-5 •. 4X10-8 s.sx10-6 l.1xio - 4 
E[$ COST OF 
OVER-PRESSURE]l 770 777 I 000 84,000 700 1540 5 385 7700 
P{MINOR LEAK} 0.067 - - 0.067 6:1x10-S l'. 3Xlo-4 0.033 -
E[$ COST OF 55,945 - - 55,945 60 110 27,555 -
MINOR LEAK] 2 
P{RELIEF VALVE 0.0005 - - 0.0005 sxio-7 ix10-6 0.0005 -
CRACKS 
PREMATURELY} 




47,265 25 ,990 ANNUAL COST 75,305 r794,680 103,520 76,025 20,095 19,190 
($) 
PERFORMANCE 
RATING 601 695 708 614 820 833 674 721 
1COST OF OVER-PRESSURE IS APPROXIMATELY $14,000,000, E[COST or OVER-PRESSURE) • 
2 <P{}) (NUMBER OF OPS) (COST) COST OF MINOR LEAK IS APPROXIMATELY $167,000, E(COST OF MINOR LEA~] • 
J (P {})(NUMBER OF OPS) (COST) . 
COST OF RELIEF VALVE CRACKING PREMATURELY IS APPROXIMATELY $167,000, 
E[COST OF RELIEF VALVE CRAC~ING PREMATURELY) • (P{})(NUHBER OF OPS)(COST) 
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Recommended System 
Installation of a dual (parallel) series of pressure 
relief valves and rupture discs to replace the single 
existing relief valve at the MMH storage tank is 
recommended because it exhibited the highest projected 
annual savings. 
Figu~e 19 shows schematically the recommended 
equipment retrofit. The proposed system retains al 1 
operational characteristics of the existing system but 
reduces the probability of the relief valve leaking. This 
is accomplished by installing a rupture disc between the 
MMH tank and the pressure relief valve in a parallel 
configuration. A dual system as shown in Figure 19 reduces 
the probability of over-pressurization since both parallel 
branches of the system would have to fail for this to 
happen • . Further, leaks around the seal in the pressure 
relief valve would be reduced since the rupture disc would 
prevent the relief valve from being under constant 
pressure. A capital expenditure of $2500 is projected for 
the system shown in Figure 19. Additional maintenance is 
estimated to cost $500 annually. 
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The following assumptions were made during this 
analysis: 
discount rate = ten percent 
life of facility = ten years 
cost of over-pressurization = $14,000,000 
cost of relief valve leak = $167,000 
cost of relief valve cracking prematurely = $167,000 
Existing system 
capital cost = 0 
operation and maintenance = $18,175 per year 
P{over-pressurization} = 0.000011 per operation 
P{relief valve leak} = 0.067 per operation 
P{relie£ valve cracks prematurely} = 0.0005 per operation 
Proposed system 
capital cost = $2500 
operation and maintenance = $18,675 per year 
P{over-pressurization} = 0.000000044 per operation 
P{relief valve leaks} = 0.00013 per operation 
P{relief valve cracks prernaturely}=0.000001 per operation 
Based on these assumptions, the total annual cost of the 
existing system was determined to be $75,305 per year. The 
projected cost for the recommended system is $19,190 per 
year. Therefore, by installing the proposed system, a cost 
avoidance of 56,115 per year is projected. 
According to the performance rating, the proposed 
retrofit will b~tter meet the two basic functions, "prevent 
contamination" and 11 prevent spill." Adoption of this 
retrofit will not affect the functional provision of 
"co mm u n i ca t e s ta tu s" or " f i 1 1 tank • 11 Based on the 
projected cost avoidance of $56,115 per year and the 
improvement of functional provision, adoption of the 
proposed retrofit is recommended. 
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VENT TO SCRUBBER 
RELIEF VALVES 
RUPTURE DISCS 
MMH STORAGE TANK 
~1--~~~~~~ FILL LINE 
_H_E_L_I_U_M~----~MOBILE TANKER 
Figure 19. Schematic representation of recommended 
equipment to provide over-pressurization protection shows 
parallel installation of rupture disc/relief valve 
combinations as the most cost effective solution. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 
This study showed that Value Analysis techniques are 
applicable to service organizations and can result in 
substantial operational savings as illustrated by the 
application of this technique to a fueling operation. 
The major research objectives were achieved by 
adapting Value Analysis techniques to service 
organizations. Certain enhancements were incorporated into 
conventional VA/VE techniques to yield the Value Management 
methodology. The impact proposed alternatives have on the 
functional requirements of the system was quantified by 
rating each alternative on how well it provided functions 
required of the system. The impact of human error was 
quantified by estimating the probability of human error 
during task performance and multiplying by the consequence 
of human error to arrive at the expected cost of a failure. 
Fault tree analysis methodology was used to quantify the 
probability of system failure by considering the 
probability of human error and equipment failure. 
Techniques that were introduced to augment 
conventional VA/VE methodology were the use of a Functional 
Flow Block Diagram ~o describe the existing system and 
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quantification of system failure rates using fault tree 
analysis methodology. Also, a normalized weighting factor 
method was used to rate the importance of the functions of 
the fuel transfer system at KSC. The Functional Flow Block 
Diagram enabled complex operations to be represented 
clearly and concisely. The fault tree analysis methodology 
allowed both human error and equipment failure to be 
quantified. The normalized weighting factor method allowed 
f' 
proper importance to be given to each function required of 
the fuel transfer system. 
An abbreviated sensitivity analysis was conducted on 
the results of the fuel transfer case study. Table 
3, contained in Appendix C, lists the results of the 
sensitivity analysis. Factors that were varied included 
capital cost, discount rate, service life, operating and 
maintenance cost, and expected cost of failure. Of these 
factors, equivalent uniform annual cost was found to be 
most sensitive to operation and maintenance costs. 
The limitations of the application of VM techniques to 
service organization involve mainly the estimation of costs 
and probabilities. Historical data were not readily 
available on which to base these estimates. Therefore the 
estimates made by experts were ba~ed on their memory of 
past experience. Al so, the performance rating determined 
for each alternative in the KSC example was of limited 
usefulness. In the KSC application, the performance rating 
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of alternatives were so close that in most cases 
differences were subtle. However, the performance rating 
technique would be useful if there were greater differences 
in functional provision. 
Some areas were identified for further research. The 
first is a better method to prevent ambiguity when rating 
functions. A single step procedure would be preferable to 
the two step ranking/rating procedure suggested. Future 
rating worksheets could be patterned after a relationship 
chart used for plant layout and design (Muther 1973). Also, 
more accurate operation and maintenance costs and failure 
probabilities would increase the accuracy of the findings 
of the Value Management technique. 
APPENDIX A 
FUNCTIONAL FLOW BLOCK DIAGRAM 
POLICE DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS 
TIT Ol'ERATOR FUNCTION 
''Incident Mod•" 
----• Ol:Tl:llMINI OWNl:IUHll' 01' AUTO AS 
1'1:11 f'l[LO lllQUl:ST 
1-----• Ol:Tl[llMINI: II' AUTO IS lllll'OATl[O 
STOL[ .. AS l'llll llllQU[ST ,.llOM l'l[LD 
Ol:T[AMIN[ II' l'ltllSON 011 l'ltASONS 
ARit WANT[O AS 1'£11 lll:QU[ST 
~---· DCTl:llMINI II' AllTICL[S All£ llCl'OllT· 
1:0 STOLCN AS 1'1:11 A[QUltST 
• ll[LAY INl'OllMATION OT l'l[LD UNITS 
VIA CHANNltL t 
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4. 
ll[COllO "MltSSACl" ,.llOM TIT Oii 
l'HONI 
• SINO "M[SSAC!" TO COMl'LAINT OlSK------------' 
llAOAOCAST VIA TIT TO OTHlll LAW 
llNl'OllCIM[NT AGllNCllS INl'Oll · 
MAT ION ,. 
e allOAOCAST TO H .C . l .C . AHO l' .C. l.C . , .. . 
l'OllMATION •llQUCSTS AHO ANSWl•S 
TD IHl'OllMATIOH 11£QU£STS 
-------·- -· ------





COMl'LAINT pnK FYNCTION 
"IM ..... t Mede" 
• MOHITO• AHO ANSWI• ALL l'HONI 
IKTltHllONI WIT•41N A ll'ltCll'IC 
NUM•lt• 0, lllNOI 
• ASCtllTAIN NATUlllt 0, CALL 
• ASClt•TAIN JUltlSOICTIOH 
e OITfltMIN[ THI HATUlll 01' 
AISISTAHCI •EQUllllO 
• COMl'\.&TC UJ·U 
• LOCATlt OllTltlCT IN WHICH ltll"OltT 
l'l•TAIHID 
•1co110 TIMI: •itCltlV[O ANO TIMI 
GIVltN TO llAOIO 0"1"ATOll 
COMl'L[Tlt Hl·U 1'0" l'lt[LO llCQUCIT ,._ __ _ 
• COHTACT llltSl'ONSllLI l'lltlONI 01' 
•u•CLA" ALAltMI Olt llltl'OllTIO 
•&£'S AT THltlll l'LAClt 01' •UllNIU 
NOTl,.Y LAW INl'OllCIMltNT AQltNCllS 
01' HlllOUS C•IMltS 
COMl'LITC "LOCAL LOOK OUT" f'OltM 
'llOM TIT 011 l'HONI INl'OllMATION 
• llON T/T "MCISAQlt " l'OllMS 1'0" 
•llOAOCAST 
CONTACT LOCAL N[WS MltOIA 01' 
INl'OllMATION l'Olt •llOAOCAST TO 
l'U•LIC TO ASSIST l'OLIClt 
RAQIO QISPTACl-4£11! FUNCTION 
"lncld•"' Mod•" 
O•TAIN &01 ·0l 
ASSIGN NlAlllST l'llLD l'ATllOL UNIT 
011 UNITS TO tNV&STIGATI llll'OllTID 
INCIOCNT 
lll:COllO DISPATCH TIMI , UNIT 
AltlllVAL Tllollt, AND UNIT CLIA" TIMI 
e "Clll'O•M UNIT STATUS CHICK 
• MONITOll CHANNELS 1'011 UNITS 
llll:QUCSTCO 
• CHANCI[ 01' STATUS, 011 llltQUISTINO 
AIO 011 INl'OllMATION 
• ll(LAV INl'OllMATION TO THI f'llLD 
UNIT AS lllOUISTltO 
• MONITOll STATUS •OAllO TO Kiii' IT 
ACTIV[ 
e COM .. LltTI[ IOl ·Ol ""' UNIT llllQUUT .. 
r110M P'llLO P'•OM CAS[ NUMll'. 11 
• lolONtTOlt "INTlltCITV " llADIO 
l'll[QUCNCV ANO COloll'Ll:Tl " LOCAL 
LOOK OUT " l'OllM 
• •llOAOCAST INl'O•MATION '"OM 
"LOCAL LOOK OUT" 
• SCNO " l . OCAL LOOK OUT " "OllM TO 
COMl'LAINT OlSt< 
e lllOAClCAST IN,OllMATtON P'llOM 
"MC'SiAG[S" TO ALL CHANNlL.S 'Oii 
ALL UNITS 
e ll[LAV l'IV l'HON[ 11' l'l[LD UNIT 
•CQU[STS Sl'ICIAL UNITS CHON O'l' .0 .) 
UNIFORM !V~ATCH CQMMANOER! 
COMMANQ f1Ebp UNIT 
" lnc1d•nt Mode·· 
• lolONITOll l/W VICINITY AHICNlol[NTI 
VIA llAOIO CCHANNIL I 011 ll 
• tNV[,TICATC VICINITY CALLS 
L
ee INSTltllCT ,.l[LO UNIT TMllOUGM SOT. 
,.110 MOA[/L[SS UNITS 
SUl'[ .. VISC S"ICIAL CAS[S t. • , 
UNNATUllAL AN0/011 TYl'I I 
INCIDfNTS AGAIN THllOUGH TH[ SOT. 
• AS~IST IN il'l:CIAL .... 0.Llloli IN 
8001CING SUSl'ICT5 
UNIFORM IS~CTQR COt.IMANOEA! 
CQMMANQ F!ELQ UNIT 
"lncodonl Mock" 
• l\llONITOll ALL llCTOll CALLI 
• ··• • 1\11001,.Y CAii ASSIGNlolCHTS MADI IV 
llAOIO OISl'ATCHl" A5 lllQUlll(O 
• •ACKUI' ALL H•IOUI CALLI 
• NOTll'Y WATCH COM .. AHOI" 01' ANV 
UNUSUAL 1'1108LCM5 ANO/Oii CALLI IN 
Hll StCTO• 
• TllAININC 0,. rATllOLMIH IN ltCTO" 
UNIFQRM DISTRICT l'A!RQL 
flll.O....l.lfi 
"lncld•"' Mod•" 
e l'ATllOL. AUIGNlO AllltA 
~: 
O•lfltV[ INCID£NT ON "ATllOL 
NOTl,.V CO ..... ANO CONTllOL O' 
____ .., 
IHCIOINT 
• llfOUCST CHANCI O' STATUS 
e ll[C[IV[ AISION ... INT VIA llAOIO 
ANO 'Oll IN,OllMATION 
e ACKNOWL[OGlt AlllCN .. l:NT VIA 
•AOlt> 
e ACt<NOWL[DCl AlllllVAL ON SIT[ 
1 e 11[0U[~T IN,OllMATION P'llOM TfT Oii 
I COM .. &NO CONTllOL 
I • ll[LAV INP'OllMATION TO OTH[ll UNITI 
~-- - +• llf:ll'ONO TO "tLD COMMANDS 









































Figure 21. Fault tree analysis applied to the pressure 
relief valve shows that the probability of the relief valve 

























Figure 22. Fault tree analyses applied to the pressure 
relief valve shows that the probability of the relief valve 
cracking at less than 45 PSI is 0.0005 and the probability 
of the relief valve leaking and resulting in a minor MMH 




Shows probabilities of failure for alternate methods of providing the function 
over-pressurization". 
ALTERNATIVE 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 
P{REGULATOR O.l O.l 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.1 0.1 
SET HIGH} 
P{HIGH REGULATOR 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
SETTING UNDETECTED} 
P{SYSTEM PRESSURE 0.001 0.001 0.01 0.0001 0.01 0.001 0.001 
SET TOO HIGH) 
P{PRESSURE 0.01 0.01 0.0001 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
CREEPS} 
P{PRESSURE GAGE 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
INCORRECT} 
~ 
P{SYSTEM PRESSURE O.Olll 0.0111 0.0012 0.0102 0.0111 0.0111 o. 0111 
TOO HIGH} 
P{RELIEF VALVE 0.001 - - 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.0005 
FAILS TO CRACK} 
P{RUPTURE DISC - - - - 0.001 0.001 -
FAILS TO CRACK} 
: 
P{TANK FAILURE} l.lxl0-5 O.Olll 0.0012 1.0xl0-5 2.2xlo-5 ' .f .4xlo-
8 5.5x10-6 
(MAJOR MMH SPILL) 
P{RELIEF VALVE 0.967 - - 0.067 6.7xlo-5 l.Jxio-4 0'. 033 
LEAKS} 
(MINOR KMH SPILL) 
P{RELIEF VALVE 0.0005 - - 0.0005 sxio-7 ix10-6 0.0005 
CRACKS 
PREMATURELY} 
NOTE: FAILURE PROBABILITIES OF EXISTING SYSTEM ARE ESTIKATES FROM KSC PERSONNEL. 


















PERCENT VARIED CAPITAL DISCOUNT LIFE O&M E [COST OF I 
FROM DETERMINED COST RATE COST FAILURE] 
VALUE 
-50 18,990 19,110 19,445 9,855 19,130 
-25 19,090 19,140 19,280 14,000 19,160 
0 19,190 19,190 19,190 19,190 19,190 
+25 19,290 19,240 19,100 23,340 19,220 
+50 19,390 19,280 18,935 28,005 19,250 
NOTE: MATRIX ENTRIES ARE EXPRESSED AS TOTAL ANNUAL COST IN 
DOLLARS. 
Table 3. Sensitivity analysis conducted on recommended 
alternative show~ total annual cost to be most sensitive to 
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